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Abstract
We show that the relative algebraic K-theory functor fully determines the absolute cyclic
homology over any field k of characteristic 0. More precisely, we prove that the tangent
of K-theory, in terms of (abelian) deformation problems over k, is cyclic homology. As a
consequence, any structure on K-theory is inherited by cyclic homology.
We also show that the Loday-Quillen-Tsygan generalized trace comes as the tangent mor-
phism of the canonical map BGL8 Ñ K mapping a vector bundle to its class in K-theory.
The proof builds on results of Goodwillie, using Wodzicki’s excision for cyclic homology
and formal deformation theory à la Lurie-Pridham.
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Introduction
Computing the tangent of algebraic K-theory has been the content of many articles. The first
attempt known to the author is due to Spencer Bloch [Blo] in 1973. It was then followed by a
celebrated article of Goodwillie [Goo] in 1986.
∗IMO - Université d’Orsay, Paris 11 - benjamin.hennion@u-psud.fr
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Considering the following example, we can easily forge an intuition on the matter. Let A be a
smooth commutative Q-algebra and G be the algebraic group G “ rGL8,GL8s. The group GpAq
admits a universal central extension
1 ÝÑ K2pAq ÝÑ GpAq
` ÝÑ GpAq ÝÑ 1
by the second K-theory group of A. The group GpAq` is the Steinberg group of A. Looking now
at the tangent Lie algebra g of G, its current Le algebra gpAq :“ g bQ A also admits a universal
central extension, this time by the first cyclic homology group
0 ÝÑ HCQ1 pAq ÝÑ gpAq
` ÝÑ gpAq ÝÑ 0.
The obvious parallel between those two central extensions leads to the idea that the (suitably
considered) tangent of K-theory should be cyclic homology.
In both the aforementioned articles of Bloch and Goodwillie, the tangent is considered in a
rather naive sense: as if K-theory was an algebraic group. Bloch defines the tangent of K-theory
at 0 in KpAq (for A a smooth commutative algebra over Q) as the fiber of the augmentation
KpArεsq Ñ KpAq,
where ε squares to 0. Goodwillie then extends and completes the computation by showing that
relative (rational) K-theory is isomorphic to relative cyclic homology, in the more general setting
where A is a simplicial associative Q-algebra. He shows that for any nilpotent extension A1 of A,
the homotopy fibers of KpA1q bQÑ KpAq bQ and of HCQ‚ pA
1q Ñ HCQ‚ pAq are quasi-isomorphic.
One can then show using Goodwillie’s result that stable rational K-theory compute Hochschild
homology.
In this article, we give another definition of the tangent of K-theory using deformation theory,
over any field k containing Q. We then show that this tangent equivalent to the absolute cyclic
homology. Before explaining exactly how this tangent is defined, let us state the main result
precisely. Even though our theorem holds for any k-dg-algebra A, we will in this introduction
restrict for simplicity to the connective case1 (or equivalently to the case of simplicial algebras).
With our definition of tangent, for any unital simplicial k-algebra A, we have
TKpAq,0 » HC
k
‚´1pAq
where the right-hand-side denotes the (shifted) k-linear (absolute) cyclic homology of A. Of course,
for this to hold for any field k, the left-hand side has to depend on k. This dependence occurs by
only considering relative K-theory of nilpotent extensions A1 of A of the form A1 “ Abk B Ñ A,
where B is a (dg-)Artinian commutative k-algebra with residue field k. The defines a functor
sKpAAq : dgArtk Ñ Spě0
B ÞÑ hofibpKpAbk Bq Ñ KpAqq
from the category of dg-Artinian commutative k-algebra with residue field k to the category of con-
nective spectra. The category of such functors dgArtk Ñ Spě0 admits a full subcategory of formal
deformation problems – ie of functors satisfying a Schlessinger condition (see Definition 2.1.1). The
datum of such a functor is now equivalent to the datum of a complex of k-vector spaces. The in-
duced fully faithful functor dgModk Ñ FctpdgArtk,Spě0q admits a left adjoint – denoted ℓ
Ab –
that forces the Schlessinger conditions.
We define the tangent of K-theory (of A) as
TKpAq,0 :“ ℓ
AbpsKpAAqq
and our main theorem now reads
1For the unbounded case, we essentially replace in what follows A bk B with its connective cover pA bk Bq
ď0.
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Theorem 1 (see Corollary 3.1.3). Let A be any (H-)unital dg-algebra over k, with charpkq “ 0.
There is a natural equivalence
H´‚
`
TKpAq,0
˘
» HCk‚´1pAq.
As a consequence, the K-theory functor fully determines the cyclic homology functors over all
fields of characteristic 0. Moreover, it gives its full meaning to the use of “Abelian K-theory” as a
name of cyclic homology.
The above equivalence is furthermore compatible with the λ-operations on each side, and any
other structure K-theory may have would be immediately transported onto cyclic homology.
Using our theorem, we then prove (assuming A is connective) that the canonical natural
transformation BGL8 Ñ K induces a morphism gl8pAq Ñ HC
k
‚ pAq of homotopical Lie algebras
(ie a L8-morphism). Such a morphism corresponds to a morphism of complexes
CEk‚ pgl8pAqq Ñ HC
k
‚´1pAq
from the Chevalley-Eilenberg homological complex to cyclic homology. We will show that this
morphism identifies with the Loday-Quillen-Tsygan generalized trace.
Structure of the proof
The proof of Theorem 1 goes as follows. First, we show in subsection 2.3 that the tangent TKpAq,0
only depends on the (relative) rational K-theory functor sK ^ Q. Using the work of Goodwillie
[Goo], we know the relative rational K-theory functor is equivalent (through the Chern character),
with the relative rational cyclic homology functor: sK^Q »ĚHCQ‚´1. We get
TKpAq,0 :“ ℓ
AbpsKpAAqq » ℓQ´ĚHCQ‚´1pAAq¯
whereĚHCQ‚´1pAAq : dgArtk Ñ dgModď0Q maps an Artinian dg-algebra B over k to the connective
Q-dg-module hofibpHCQ‚´1pA bk Bq Ñ HC
Q
‚´1pAqq, and where ℓ
Q is the left adjoint of the fully
faithful functor dgModk Ñ FctpdgArtk,dgMod
ď0
Q q mapping V to B ÞÑ pV bk AugpBqq
ď0.
Since cyclic homology if well defined for non-unital algebras, we also have a functor HCQ‚´1p
sAAq
mapping an Artinian B to the (shifted) cyclic homology of the augmentation ideal Abk AugpBq.
We then argue that the functor ℓQ is (non-unitally) symmetric monoidal (once restricted to a
full subcategory, see Proposition 2.3.9). Since ℓQpAbk Augp´qq “ A, this implies the equivalence
ℓQHCQ‚´1p
sAAq » HCk‚´1pAq.
We will then prove (see Theorem 3.1.1) that the induced morphism
ℓQHCQ‚´1p
sAAq „Ñ ℓQĚHCQ‚´1pAAq
is a quasi-isomorphism. We use here the assumption that A is unital (or at least H-unital). This
excision statement is close to Wodzicki’s excision theorem for cyclic homology [Wod]. The structure
of our proof relies on a paper by Guccione and Guccione [GG], where the authors give an alternative
proof of Wodzicki’s theorem. Nonetheless, our Theorem 3.1.1 is strictly speaking not a consequence
of Wodzicki’s theorem, and the proof is somewhat more subtle.
Composing those quasi-isomorphisms, we find the announced theorem
TKpAq,0 :“ ℓ
AbpsKpAAqq » ℓQpĚHCQ‚´1pAAqq » ℓQpHCQ‚´1p sAAqq » HCk‚´1pAq.
Possible generalizations
In this article, we work (mostly for simplicity) over a field k of characteristic 0. The results will
also hold over any commutative Q-algebra, or, more generally, over any eventually coconnective
simplicial Q-algebra2.
2so that the theory of formal moduli problems would still work flawlessly.
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A more interesting generalization would be to (try to) work over the sphere spectrum. Since we
only need in what follows ’abelian’ formal moduli problems, it is not so clear that the characteristic
0 is necessary. There would, however, be significant difficulties to be overcome, starting with a
Wodzicki’s excision theorem for topological cyclic homology.
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Notations
From now on, we fix the following notations
• Let k be a field of characteristic 0.
• Let dgModk denote the category of (cohomologically graded) complexes of k-vector spaces.
Let dgModď0k be its full subcategory of connective objects (ie V
‚ such that V n “ 0 for n ą 0).
Let dgModk and dgMod
ď0
k denote the 8-categories obtained from the above by inverting
the quasi-isomorphisms.
• Let dgAlgnuk be the category of (possibly non-unital) associative algebras in dgModk (with
its usual graded tensor product). Denote by dgAlgnu,ď0k its full subcategory of connected
objects. Denote by dgAlgnu,ď0k Ă dgAlg
nu
k the associated 8-categories.
• For A P dgAlgnu,ď0k , we denote by dgBiMod
nu,ď0
A the category of connective k-complexes
with a left and a right action of A. Denote by dgBiModnu,ď0A the associated 8-category
3.
• Let cdgaď0k denote the category of connective commutative dg-algebras over k. We denote
by cdgaď0k its 8-category.
• Let sSets be the 8-category of spaces, Spě0 the 8-category of connective spectra, and
Σ8 : sSets Õ Spě0 : Ω
8 the adjunction between the infinite suspension and loop space
functors.
1 Relative cyclic homology and K-theory
In this first section, we will introduce cyclic homology, K-theory and the relative Chern character
between them. Most of the content has already appeared in the literature. The only original
fragment is the extension of some of the statements and proofs to simplicial or dg-algebras (most
notably Wodzicki’s excision Theorem 1.2.2, or the relative Volodin construction).
1.1 Hochschild and cyclic homologies
A) Definitions Fix an associative dg-algebra A P dgAlgnuk . Assuming (for a moment) that A
is unital, its Hochschild homology is
HHk‚ pAq “ A
L
b
AbkAo
A.
3In the case where A was unital to begin with, the 8-category of connective A-bimodules embeds fully faithfully
into dgBiModnu,ď0
A
. Its image is spanned by those modules on which a unit acts by an equivalence. See [HAlg,
5.4.3.5 and 5.4.3.14].
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It comes with a natural action of the circle, and we define its cyclic homology HCk‚ pAq to be
the (homotopy) coinvariants HHk‚ pAqhS1 under this action. To define those homologies for a non-
unital algebra A, we first formally add a unit to A and form A` » A ‘ k. We then define
F pAq “ hocofibpF pkq Ñ F pA`qq for F being either HHk‚ or HC
k
‚ . Those definitions turn out to
agree with the former ones when A was already unital.
Unfortunately, we will need later down the road a construction of HCk‚ pAq for A non-unital
that does not rely on the one for unital algebra. We will therefore work with the following explicit
models.
We fix A P dgAlgnuk a (non necessarily unital) associative algebra in complexes over k. We
also fix M an A-bimodule. Throughout this section, the tensor product b will always refer to the
tensor product over k.
Definition 1.1.1. We call the (augmented) Bar complex of A with coefficient in M and denote
by Bk‚ pA,Mq the ‘-total complex of the bicomplex
¨ ¨ ¨ // M b
k
Ab2
´b1 // M b
k
A
´b1 // M // 0
with M in degree 0 and with differential ´b1 : M b Abn Ñ M b Abn´1 given on homogeneous
elements by
b1pa0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq “
n´1ÿ
i“0
p´1qǫia0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b aiai`1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an
where ǫi “ i `
ř
jăi |aj| (|a| standing for the degree of the homogeneous element a). One easily
checks that b1 squares to 0 and commutes with the internal differentials of A and M .
We denote by Bk‚ pAq the complex B
k
‚ pA,Aq.
Assuming A is unital and the right action of A on M is unital, we can build a nullhomotopy
of Bk‚ pA,Mq » 0. This contractibility does not hold for general non-unital algebras and modules.
Definition 1.1.2 (Wodzicki). The dg-algebra A as above is called H-unital if Bk‚ pAq » 0. The
A-bimodule M is called H-unitary over A if Bk‚ pA,Mq » 0.
Remark 1.1.3. In the above definitions, we only used the right action of A on M . In the original
article of Wodzicki, such a module M would be called right H-unitary. A similar notion exists for
left modules.
Remark 1.1.4. If A is H-unital, then its right module M b A if H-unitary, for any M . Indeed,
we then have Bk‚ pA,M bAq »M b B
k
‚ pAq » 0.
Definition 1.1.5. We denote by Hk‚ pA,Mq the ‘-total space of the bicomplex
¨ ¨ ¨ // M b
k
Ab2
b // M b
k
A
b // M // 0
withM in degree 0 and with differential b : MbAbn ÑMbAbn´1 given on homogeneous elements
by
bpa0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq “
n´1ÿ
i“0
p´1qǫia0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b aiai`1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an ` p´1q
p|an|`1qǫnana0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an´1
“ b1pa0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq ` p´1q
p|an|`1qǫnana0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an´1.
Here also, the differential squares to 0 and is compatible with the internal differentials of A and
M .
We denote by Hk‚ pAq the complex H
k
‚ pA,Aq.
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If A is (H-)unital, the complex Hk‚ pAq is the usual Hochschild complex, that computes the
Hochschild homology of A. For general A’s, we need to compensate for the lack of contractibility
of the Bar-complex with some extra-term.
Let t, N : Abn`1 Ñ Abn`1 by the morphisms given on homogeneous elements by the formulae
tpa0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq “ p´1q
p|an|`1qǫnan b a0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b an´1 and N “
nÿ
i“0
ti.
One easily checks that they define morphisms of complexes 1´t : Bk‚ pAq Ñ H
k
‚ pAq andN : H
k
‚ pAq Ñ
Bk‚ pAq. Moreover we have Np1´ tq “ 0 and p1´ tqN “ 0. We can therefore define Hochschild and
cyclic homology as follows.
Definition 1.1.6. We define the Hochschild homology HHk‚ pAq and the cyclic homology HC
k
‚ pAq
of A as the ‘-total complexes of the following bicomplexes
HHk‚ pAq : ¨ ¨ ¨
// 0 // 0 // Bk‚ pAq
1´t // Hk‚ pAq
// 0 // ¨ ¨ ¨
HCk‚ pAq : ¨ ¨ ¨
N // Bk‚ pAq
1´t // Hk‚ pAq
N // Bk‚ pAq
1´t // Hk‚ pAq
// 0 // ¨ ¨ ¨
where in both cases, the rightmost Hk‚ pAq is in degree 0. The Connes exact sequence is the obvious
fiber and cofiber sequence
HHk‚ pAq
// HCk‚ pAq
B // HCk‚ pAqr2s
induced by the above definitions.
Remark 1.1.7. The Hochschild homology of A is the homotopy cofiber of 1´ t : Bk‚ pAq Ñ H
k
‚ pAq.
In particular, we have a fiber (and cofiber) sequence
Bk‚ pAq
1´t // Hk‚ pAq
// HHk‚ pAq.
If A is H-unital, then we have Hk‚ pAq » HH
k
‚ pAq. Moreover, under this assumption, using the
reduced Bar complex as a resolution of A as a AbAo-dg-module, we easily show:
HHk‚ pAq » A
L
b
AbAo
A.
Remark 1.1.8. The normalization N can be seen as a map N : HHk‚ pAq Ñ HH
k
‚ pAqr´1s, which
in turn is an action of (the k-valued homology of) the circle S1 on HHk‚ pAq. Choosing a suitable
resolution of k as an H‚pS
1q :“ H‚pS
1,kq-module, we find
HCk‚ pAq “ HH
k
‚ pAqhS1 “ HH
k
‚ pAq
L
b
H‚pS1q
k.
B) Relation to Chevalley-Eilenberg homology Cyclic homology is sometimes refered to
as abelian K-theory for the following reason: it is related to (the homology of) the Lie algebra
gl8pAq of finite matrices the same way K-theory is related to (the homology of) the group GL8pAq.
More specifically, for A a dg-algebra, the generalized trace map is a morphism
Tr: CEk‚ pgl8pAqq Ñ HC
k
‚ pAqr1s
used by Loday-Quillen [LQ] and Tsygan [Tsy] to prove (independently) the following statement for
A a discrete algebra, and by Burghelea [Bur] for general dg-algebras.
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Theorem 1.1.9 (Loday-Quillen, Tsygan, Burghelea). When A is unital, the morphism Tr induces
an equivalence of Hopf algebras
CEk‚ pgl8pAqq » SymkpHC
k
‚ pAqr1sq,
where the product on the left-hand-side is given by the direct sum of matrices.
1.2 Filtrations, relative homologies and Wodzicki’s excision theorem
Definition 1.2.1. Let f : AÑ B be a map of (possibly non-unital) connective4 dg-algebras. The
relative Hochschild (resp. cyclic) homology of A over B is the homotopy fiberĚHHk‚ pfq :“ hofibpHHk‚ pAq Ñ HHk‚ pBqq `resp. ĚHCk‚ pfq :“ hofibpHCk‚ pAq Ñ HCk‚ pBqq ˘.
If I denotes the homotopy fiber of f endowed with its induced (non-unital) algebra structure, we
have canonical morphisms
ηHH : HH
k
‚ pIq Ñ
ĚHHk‚ pfq and ηHC : HCk‚ pIq ÑĚHCk‚ pfq.
Theorem 1.2.2 (Wodzicki [Wod]). Let I Ñ A Ñ B be an extension of (possibly non-unital)
connective dg-algebras. If I is H-unital, then the induced sequences
HHk‚ pIq
// HHk‚ pAq
// HHk‚ pBq
HCk‚ pIq
// HCk‚ pAq
// HCk‚ pBq
are fiber and cofiber sequences. In other words, the canonical morphisms ηHH and ηHC are equiva-
lences.
Strictly speaking, Wodzicki only proves the above theorem in the case where A, B and I are
concentrated in degree 0. If his proof should be generalizable to connective dg-algebras, some
computations seem to become tedious. Fortunately, Guccione and Guccione published in [GG]
another proof of this result, that is very easily generalizable to connective dg-algebras.
We will actually not need Theorem 1.2.2 in what follows. We will, however, need to reproduce
some steps of its proof in a more complicated situation. In this subsection, we will give a short
proof of Theorem 1.2.2, where we have isolated the statements to be used later. The proof follows
closely the work of [GG].
We fix f : AÑ B a degreewise surjective morphism in dgAlgnu,ď0k . We denote by I the kernel
of f . Let M P dgBiModnu,ď0A .
A) A filtration from Bk‚ pI,Mq to B
k
‚ pA,Mq and from H
k
‚ pI,Mq to H
k
‚ pA,Mq We introduce
a filtration on both Bk‚ pA,Mq and H
k
‚ pA,Mq. Those filtrations were originally found in [GG].
Fix n P N. Let p P N. We set
Mnp “
#
M bAp if p ď n
M bAbn b Ibp´n if p ą n.
We denote by Fn
Bk‚
pf,Mq (resp. Fn
Hk‚
pf,Mq) the subcomplex of Bk‚ pA,Mq (resp. H
k
‚ pA,Mq) given
as the total complex of the bicomplex
Fn
Bk‚
pf,Mq : ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑMnp
´b1
ÝÑMnp´1
´b1
ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
´b1
ÝÑMn1
´b1
ÝÑMn0 ÝÑ 0`
resp. Fn
Hk‚
pf,Mq : ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑMnp
b
ÝÑMnp´1
b
ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
b
ÝÑMn1
b
ÝÑMn0 ÝÑ 0
˘
.
4For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the connective case. The general case – unneeded for our purposes –
would work similarly.
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In particular, we have
F0
Bk‚
pf,Mq “ Bk‚ pI,Mq, B
k
‚ pA,Mq » colim
n
Fn
Bk‚
pf,Mq
F0
Hk‚
pf,Mq “ Hk‚ pI,Mq and H
k
‚ pA,Mq » colim
n
Fn
Hk‚
pf,Mq.
Lemma 1.2.3. The quotients Fn`1
Bk‚
pf,Mq{Fn
Bk‚
pf,Mq and F
n`1
Hk‚
pf,Mq{Fn
Hk‚
pf,Mq are isomorphic
to the complex
Abn bB b Bk‚ pI,Mqrn` 1s.
Proof. We have Mn`1p {Mnp » 0 if p ď n and M
n`1
p {Mnp » A
bn b B b Ip´n bM else. A rapid
computation shows that in the induced differential
Abn bB b Ip`1´n bM ÝÑ Abn bB b Ip´n bM
is equal to idAbnbB bp´b
1q in the case of Fn`1
Bk‚
pf,Mq{Fn
Bk‚
pf,Mq and to idAbnbB bb
1 in the case
of Fn`1
Hk‚
pf,Mq{Fn
Hk‚
pf,Mq.
Corollary 1.2.4. If M is H-unitary as an I-bimodule, then
0 » Bk‚ pI,Mq » B
k
‚ pA,Mq and H
k
‚ pI,Mq » H
k
‚ pA,Mq.
Corollary 1.2.5. Let N be a connective left B-dg-module. If I is H-unital then
Hk‚ pA,N b Iq » H
k
‚ pI,N b Iq “ B
k
‚ pI,N b Iq » 0.
Proof. The first equivalence is an application of the above corollary. The equality follows from
the trivial observation that the left action if I on N is trivial. The last equivalence is implied by
fact that I is H-unital, together with Remark 1.1.4.
B) A filtration from Bk‚ pA,Bq to B
k
‚ pBq and from H
k
‚ pA,Bq to H
k
‚ pBq For n, p P N, we
set
Nnp :“
#
Bbp`1 if p ď n
Bbn`1 bAbp´n else.
We define Qn
Bk‚
pfq (resp. Qn
Hk‚
pfq) as the quotient of Bk‚ pA,Bq (resp. of H
k
‚ pA,Bq) given by
Qn
Bk‚
pfq : ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ Nnp
´b1
ÝÑ Nnp´1
´b1
ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
´b1
ÝÑ Nn1
´b1
ÝÑ Nn0 ÝÑ 0`
resp. Qn
Hk‚
pfq : ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ Nnp
b
ÝÑ Nnp´1
b
ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
b
ÝÑ Nn1
b
ÝÑ Nn0 ÝÑ 0
˘
.
We have Q0
Bk‚
pfq » Bk‚ pA,Bq and Q
0
Hk‚
pfq » Hk‚ pA,Bq, as well as
colim
n
Qn
Bk‚
pfq » Bk‚ pBq and colim
n
Qn
Hk‚
pfq » Hk‚ pBq.
Lemma 1.2.6. For any n P N, we have:
ker
´
Qn
Bk‚
pfq Ñ Qn`1
Bk‚
pfq
¯
» Bk‚ pA,B
bn`1 b Iqrn` 1s
ker
´
Qn
Hk‚
pfq Ñ Qn`1
Hk‚
pfq
¯
» Hk‚ pA,B
bn`1 b Iqrn` 1s.
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Proof. We have Knp :“ kerpN
n
p Ñ N
n`1
p q » 0 if p ď n and K
n
p » B
bn`1 b I b Abp´n´1
else. The differential b1 induces the differential Knp`1 Ñ K
n
p given on a homogeneous tensor
b0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b bn b in`1 b an`2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ap`1 by the formula
˘b0b¨ ¨ ¨bbnbin`1an`2ban`3b¨ ¨ ¨bap`1`
pÿ
j“n`2
˘b0b¨ ¨ ¨bbnbin`1ban`2b¨ ¨ ¨bajaj`1b¨ ¨ ¨bap`1.
The other terms, for 0 ď j ď n, are cancelled because of the vanishing of the composite I Ñ AÑ B.
The conclusion follows.
Corollary 1.2.7. If I is H-unital, then
Bk‚ pA,Bq » B
k
‚ pBq and H
k
‚ pA,Bq » H
k
‚ pBq.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1.2.6 and Corollary 1.2.5 that the filtration from Hk‚ pA,Bq to
Hk‚ pBq we just introduced is quasi-constant. The case of B
k
‚ is similar.
C) The proof of Theorem 1.2.2. We start with an extension I Ñ AÑ B of connective dg-
algebras. Up to suitable replacements, we can assume that f : A Ñ B is a degreewise surjective,
and that I is its kernel. Consider the commutative diagram
Hk‚ pIq
α
 %%❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
Hk‚ pA, Iq
// Hk‚ pAq
//
%%❑❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
Hk‚ pA,Bq
β

Hk‚ pBq.
The functor Hk‚ pA,´q preserves fiber sequences, and therefore the horizontal sequence is a fiber se-
quence. From Corollary 1.2.4 and Corollary 1.2.7, we deduce that α and β are quasi-isomorphisms.
In particular the diagonal sequence is a fiber sequence. Similarly, we show that the sequence
Bk‚ pIq Ñ B
k
‚ pAq Ñ B
k
‚ pBq
is a fiber sequence. The result then follows from the definitions of HHk‚ and HC
k
‚ .
D) Invariance under quasi-isomorphisms Let us record for future use that all the con-
structions of the previous paragraphs are well-behaved with respect to quasi-isomorphisms.
Lemma 1.2.8. The following statements hold.
(i) Let AÑ A1 be a quasi-isomorphism in dgAlgnu,ď0k and let M1 ÑM2 be a quasi-isomorphism
of connective A1-bimodules. The induced morphisms
Bk‚ pA,M1q Ñ B
k
‚ pA
1,M1q Ñ B
k
‚ pA
1,M2q
and Hk‚ pA,M1q Ñ H
k
‚ pA
1,M1q Ñ H
k
‚ pA
1,M2q
are quasi-isomorphisms. In particular, we have quasi-isomorphisms Bk‚ pAq Ñ B
k
‚ pA,A
1q Ñ
Bk‚ pA
1q and Hk‚ pAq Ñ H
k
‚ pA,A
1q Ñ Hk‚ pA
1q as well as HHk‚ pAq Ñ HH
k
‚ pA
1q and HCk‚ pAq Ñ
HCk‚ pA
1q.
(ii) Let f : AÑ B and g : A1 Ñ B1 be two fibrations in dgAlgnu,ď0k and let AÑ A
1 and B Ñ B1
be two quasi-isomorphisms commuting with f and g. Denote by I and I 1 the kernels of f and
g, respectively (so that the induced morphism I Ñ I 1 is a quasi-isomorphism too). Then
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(a) The following induced morphisms are quasi-isomorphisms:
Qn
Bk‚
pfq Ñ Qn
Bk‚
pgq, Qn
Hk‚
pfq Ñ Qn
Hk‚
pgq.
(b) For any morphism of connective A1-bimodules M1 ÑM2, the induced morphisms
Fn
Bk‚
pf,M1q Ñ F
n
Bk‚
pg,M1q Ñ F
n
Bk‚
pg,M2q and F
n
Hk‚
pf,M1q Ñ F
n
Hk‚
pg,M1q Ñ F
n
Hk‚
pg,M2q
are quasi-isomorphisms.
Proof. Those are standard arguments: all the complexes at hand are defined as the total space
of a simplicial object. In particular, they come with a canonical filtration whose graded parts are
of one of the following forms (up to the obvious notational changes)
M b
k
Abn or M b
k
Abn b
k
Ip´n or Bbn`1 b
k
Abp´n
Since k is a field, the induced morphisms between those graded parts are quasi-isomorphisms and
the result follows.
Corollary 1.2.9. The functors Bk‚ , H
k
‚ , Q
n
Bk‚
, Qn
Hk‚
, Fn
Bk‚
, Fn
Hk‚
, HHk‚ and HC
k
‚ descend to 8-
functors (that we will denote the same) between the appropriate 8-categories localized along quasi-
isomorphisms.
1.3 Relative cyclic homology and K-theory
In this subsection, we recall the fundamental notions of K-theory and of the equivariant Chern
character, at least in the relative setting.
We consider the (connective) K-theory functor as an 8-functor dgAlgď0k Ñ Spě0. Let
pdgAlgď0k q
∆1
nil denote the 8-category of morphisms A Ñ B that are surjective with nilpotent
kernel at the level of H0.
Definition 1.3.1. The relative K-theory functor is the 8-functorsK: pdgAlgď0k q∆1nil Ñ Spě0
given on a morphism f : AÑ B by the homotopy fiber sKpfq “ hofibpKpAq Ñ KpBqq.
Since the map H0A Ñ H0B is surjective with nilpotent kernel, the map K1pAq Ñ K1pBq is
also surjective while the map K0pAq Ñ K0pBq is an isomorphism. In particular, the spectrumsKpfq is connected.
Definition 1.3.2. The relative cyclic homology functor is the 8-functorĚHCk‚ : pdgAlgď0k q∆1nil Ñ dgModď0k
given on f : AÑ B byĚHCk‚ pfq :“ hofibpHCk‚ pAq Ñ HCk‚ pBqq.
Remark 1.3.3. Goodwillie’s definition of relative K-theory and cyclic homology in [Goo] differs
from ours by a shift of 1.
The main result of [Goo] states that the Chern character induces an equivalence sch: sK^QÑĚHCQ‚ r1s. In what follows, we will give a handy construction of the relative Chern charactersch: sK^QÑĚHCk‚ r1s.
This construction of sch a priori differs from the one given by Goodwillie, but they have been proven
to coincide by Cortiñas and Weibel in [CW] (see Remark 1.3.10 below).
In order to construct our relative Chern character, we will need some explicit model for relative
K-theory of connective dg-algebras over k (containing Q). For convenience, we will work with the
equivalent model of simplicial k-algebras. We denote by sAlgk the category of simplicial (unital)
algebras over k, endowed with its standard model structure.
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A) Matrix groups and K-theory We start by recalling notions from [Wal] (see also [Goo]).
For A P sAlgk, we denote by MnpAq the simplicial set obtained by taking n ˆ n-matrices
levelwise. Finally, we define the group of invertible matrices as the pullback
GLnpAq //

MnpAq

GLnpπ0Aq // Mnpπ0Aq.
We have π0pGLnpAqq » GLnpπ0Aq and πipGLnpAqq » MnpπiAq for i ě 1. In particular, this
construction preserves homotopy equivalences. The simplicial set GLnpAq is a group-like simplicial
monoid and we denote by BGLnpAq its classifying space. Finally, we denote by BGLpAq the
increasing union
Ť
n BGLnpAq.
Applying Quillen’s plus construction to BGLpAq yields to a model for K-theory, so that there
is an equivalence
K0ˆBGLp´q
` » Ω8K .
Based on this equivalence, we will build in the next paragraph a model for relative K-theory using
relative Volodin spaces.
B) Relative Volodin construction The Volodin model for the K-theory of rings first ap-
peared in [Vol] in the absolute case. The relative version seem to originate from an unpublished
work of Ogle and Weibel. It can also be found in [Lod]. We will need a version of that construction
for simplicial algebras over k.
We fix a fibration f : A Ñ B in sAlgk such that the induced morphism π0pAq Ñ π0pBq is
surjective. In particular, the morphism f is levelwise surjective. We denote by I its kernel and we
assume that π0I is nilpotent in π0A.
Definition 1.3.4. Let n ě 1 and let σ be a partial order on the set t1, . . . , nu. We denote by
TσnpA, Iq the subsimplicial set of MnpAq given in dimension p by the subset of MnpApq consisting
of matrices of the form 1` paijq with aij P Ip if i is not lower than j for the order σ.
As a simplicial set, TσnpA, Iq is isomorphic to a simplicial set of the form A
α ˆ Iβ with α and
β are integers depending on σ, such that α` β “ n2. In particular, this construction is homotopy
invariant. Moreover, the map TσnpA, Iq Ñ MnpAq factors through GLnpAq. Actually, T
σ
npA, Iq is a
simplicial subgroup of the simplicial monoid GLnpAq.
Definition 1.3.5. We define the relative Volodin space XpA, Iq as the union
XpA, Iq :“
ď
n,σ
BTσnpA, Iq Ă BGLpAq.
The group π1pXpA, Iqq contains as a maximal perfect subgroup the group Epπ0pAqq and we
apply the plus construction to this pair.
Proposition 1.3.6. The inclusion XpA, Iq Ñ BGLpAq induces a fiber sequence
XpA, Iq` Ñ BGLpAq` Ñ BGLpBq`.
In particular, we have a (functorial) equivalence
XpA, Iq` » Ω8sKpfq.
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Proof. This is a classical argument, that can be found in [Lod, §11.3] for rings. We simply extend
it to simplicial algebras. We start by drawing the following commutative diagram
XpA, 0q
paq pbq pcq
p1q
p2q
p3q
//

XpA, Iq //

Ω8sKpfq

XpA, 0q //

BGLpAq //

BGLpAq`

0 // BGLpBq` // BGLpBq`.
The space XpA, 0q is acyclic (see [Sus] for the discrete case, the simplicial case being deduced by
colimits). It follows (by the properties of the plus constuction), that the raw (2) is a fibration
sequence. Obviously, so are the raw (3) and the columns (a) and (c). It now suffices to show that
column (b) is a fibration sequence. Consider the commutative diagram
XpA, Iq //

pτq
BGLpAq
p

// BGLpBq`

XpB, 0q // BGLpBq // BGLpBq`
The square pτq is homotopy Cartesian. Indeed, the morphism p is induced by a pointwise surjective
morphism of grouplike simplicial monoids (recall that we assumed π0pIq to be nilpotent). It is
therefore a fibration. We can now see that the diagram is cartesian on the nose by looking at its
simplices. The bottom raw is a fibration sequence. It follows that the top raw (which coincides
with column (b)) is also a fibration sequence.
As a consequence, raw (1) induces a fibration sequence in homology. Since XpA, 0q is acyclic,
the homologies of XpA, Iq and of Ω8sKpfq are isomorphic. It follows that XpA, Iq` and Ω8sKpfq
are homotopy equivalent.
C) Malcev’s theory In order to construct our relative Chern character sch: sK^QÑĚHCQ‚ r1s,
it is now enough to relate the homology of the relative Volodin spacesXpA, Iq with cyclic homology.
This step uses Malcev’s theory, that relates homology of nilpotent uniquely divisible groups (such
as TσnpA, Iq for A discrete) with the homology of an associated nilpotent Lie algebra. The original
reference is [Mal].
For simplicity, we will only work with Lie algebras of matrices. We assume for now that A is
a discrete unital Q-algebra. Let n Ă glnpAq be a nilpotent sub-Lie algebra (for some n). Denote
by N the subgroup N :“ exppnq Ă GLnpAq. We have the following proposition (for a proof, we
refer to [SW, Theorem 5.11]).
Proposition 1.3.7 (Malcev, Suslin-Wodzicki). There is a functorial quasi-isomorphism
QrBN s :“ C‚pBN,Qq Ñ CE
Q
‚ pnq
where BN denotes the classifying space of N . Moreover, this quasi-isomorphism is compatible with
the standard filtrations on those complexes.
The construction of this quasi-isomorphism is based on two statements. First, the completion
of the algebras Upnq and QrN s along their augmentation ideals are isomorphic and, second, the
standard resolutions of Q as a trivial module on those algebras are compatible. It follows that this
quasi-isomorphism is actually compatible with the standard filtrations on both sides.
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Fix I Ă A a nilpotent ideal. For n P N and σ a partial order on t1, . . . , nu, we denote by
tσnpA, Iq Ă glnpAq the (nilpotent) Lie algebra of matrices paijq such that aij P I if i is not smaller
that j for the partial order σ. We have then by definition TσnpA, Iq “ exppt
σ
npA, Iqq and therefore
a quasi-isomorphism τ : QrBTσnpA, Iqs Ñ CE
Q
‚ pt
σ
npA, Iqq functorial in A and I. Return now to
the general case where f : A Ñ B is a levelwise surjective morphism between unital simplicial Q-
algebras and I is its kernel. Both functors QrBTσnp´,´qs and CE
Q
‚ pt
σ
np´,´qq preserve geometric
realizations and we therefore get a (functorial) quasi-isomorphism
τ : QrBTσnpA, Iqs Ñ CE
Q
‚ pt
σ
npA, Iqq
by applying τ levelwise.
D) The relative Chern character Using the natural inclusion tσnpA, Iq Ñ gl8pAq and the
generalized trace map, we get a morphism
CEQ‚ pt
σ
npA, Iqq Ñ CE
Q
‚ pgl8pAqq Ñ HC
Q
‚ pAqr1s
whose image lies in the subcomplexĚHCQ‚ pfqr1s. We find
QrBTσnpA, Iqs
„
Ñ CEQ‚ pt
σ
npA, Iqq
Tr
ÑĚHCQ‚ pfqr1s.
Taking the colimit on n and σ, we find a morphism
schQ : QrXpA, Iqs ÑĚHCQ‚ pfqr1s.
Definition 1.3.8. The relative Chern character is the (functorial) Q-linear morphismsch: sKpfq ^QÑ QrΩ8sKpfqs » QrXpA, Iqs ÑĚHCQ‚ pfqr1s.
Theorem 1.3.9 (Goodwillie [Goo]). The morphism sch is a quasi-isomorphism.
Remark 1.3.10. As already noted above, the relative Chern character we just defined is not the
one Goodwillie uses in [Goo]. Indeed, our relative Chern character does not a priori comes from
an absolute Chern character. However, the two Chern characters have been proven homotopic
by Cortiñas and Weibel in [CW], at least when evaluated on discrete algebras. If f : A Ñ B is
a surjective morphism of simplicial algebras, we can reduce to the discrete case. Indeed, writ-
ing f as a geometric realization of discrete fn : An Ñ Bn and setting In “ kerpfnq, we find
QrXpA, Iqs » colimrnsQrXpAn, Inqs as well as ĚHCQ‚ pfq » colimrnsĚHCQ‚ pfnq. The relative Chern
characters evaluated on I Ă AÑ B are then (both) determined by their value on discrete algebras,
and therefore coincide using Cortiñas and Weibel’s result.
2 Formal deformation problems
Infinitesimal deformations of algebraic objects can be encoded by a tangential structure on the
moduli space classifying those objects. In [Pri] and [DAG-X], Pridham and Lurie established an
equivalence between so-called formal moduli problems and differential graded Lie algebras. This
section starts by recalling Pridham and Lurie’s works. We then establish some basic facts about
abelian or linear formal moduli problems.
2.1 Formal moduli problems and dg-Lie algebras
Definition 2.1.1. Let dgArtk Ă cdga
ď0
k {k denote the full subcategory of augmented connective
k-cdga’s spanned by Artinian5 ones. Let C be an 8-category with finite limits.
We say that a functor F : dgArtk Ñ C satisfies the Schlessinger condition (S) if
5Recall that A is called Artinian if its cohomology is finite dimensional over k, and if H0pAq is a local ring with
residue field k.
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(S)
$’’&
’’%
(S1) The object F pkq is final in C.
(S2)
For any map AÑ B P dgArtk that is surjective on H
0, the induced morphism
F pkˆB Aq Ñ F pkq ˆF pBq F pAq is an equivalence.
Definition 2.1.2. A pre-FMP (pre-formal moduli problem) is a functor dgArtk Ñ sSets. We
denote by PFMPk their category. A FMP (formal moduli problem) is a pre-FMP F satisfying
the Schlessinger condition (S). We denote by FMPk the category of formal moduli problems, and
by i : FMPk Ñ PFMPk the inclusion functor.
The category PFMPk is presentable, and the full subcategory FMPk is strongly reflexive.
In particular, the inclusion i : FMPk Ñ PFMPk admits a left adjoint.
Definition 2.1.3. We denote by L: PFMPk Ñ FMPk the left adjoint to the inclusion i. We
call it the formalization functor.
Definition 2.1.4. A shifted dg-Lie algebra over k is a complex V together with a dg-Lie algebra
structure on V r´1s. We denote by dgLieΩk the 8-category of shifted dg-Lie algebras.
Remark 2.1.5. The notation Ω is here to remind us the shift in the Lie structure. Note that
shifting a complex V by ´1 amounts to computing its (pointed) loop space ΩV » V r´1s.
Theorem 2.1.6 (Pridham, Lurie). The shifted tangent complex TF r´1s of a formal moduli prob-
lem admits a Lie structure. Moreover, the functor F ÞÑ TF induces an equivalence
FMPk » dgLie
Ω
k .
Definition 2.1.7. We denote by ℓ the composite functor ℓ :“ T ˝L: PFMPk Ñ dgLie
Ω
k , and by
e : dgLieΩk
„
Ñ FMPk the inverse functor T
´1.
Let us recall briefly how the equivalence in Theorem 2.1.6 is constructed. Consider the
Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomological functor
CE‚k : dgLie
op
k Ñ cdgak{k.
It admits a left adjoint, denoted by Dk, so that for any L and B, we have
MapdgLie
k
pL,DkpBqq » Mapcdgaaug
k
pB,CE‚kpLqq.
The equivalence e : dgLieΩk
„
Ñ FMPk is then given on V P dgLie
Ω
k by the formula
epV qpBq :“ MapdgLie
k
pDkpBq, V r´1sq.
Proving this construction indeed defines an equivalence is based on the following key lemma
Lemma 2.1.8 (see [DAG-X, 2.3.5]). For any B P dgArtk, the adjunction morphism B Ñ
CE‚kpDkpBqq is an equivalence.
In what follows, we will need slightly more general versions of formal moduli problems, namely
formal moduli problems with values in an 8-category such as complexes of vectors spaces or
connective spectra.
Definition 2.1.9. Let C be an 8-category with all finite limits. A C-valued pre-FMP is a functor
dgArtk Ñ C. A C-valued formal moduli problem (or FMP) is a C-valued pre-FMP satisfying the
Schlessinger condition (S).
We denote byPFMPCk the category of C-valued pre-FMPs, by FMP
C
k the category of C-valued
FMPs. We also denote by iC : FMP
C
k Ñ PFMP
C
k the inclusion functor.
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Lemma 2.1.10. If C is a presentable 8-category, then PFMPCk and FMP
C
k are presentable
categories, and iC admits a left adjoint.
Definition 2.1.11. In the above situation, we will denote by LC the left adjoint to iC .
Proof (of Lemma 2.1.10). The presentability of PFMPCk is [HTT, 5.5.3.6]. Remains to prove
that FMPCk Ă PFMP
C
k is a strongly reflexive category (see [HTT, p.482]). Fix a cartesian square
pσq in dgArtk
C //

A
f

k // B
pσq
where f is surjective on H0. We denote by Dpσq Ă PFMP
C
k the full subcategory spanned by
functors F mapping pσq to a pullback square. Since FMPCk “
Ş
pσqDpσq and because of [HTT,
5.5.4.18], it suffices to prove that Dpσq is strongly reflexive in PFMP
C
k.
Restriction along pσq defines a functor σ˚ : PFMPCk Ñ FctpK, Cq where K “ ∆
1 ˆ ∆1 is
the square. The functor σ˚ admits a left adjoint σ! (namely the left Kan extension functor, see
[HTT, 4.3.3.7]). A functor F belongs to Dpσq if and only if σ
˚pF q is a pullback square. By [HTT,
5.5.4.19], the full subcategory FctpK, Cq spanned by pullback squares is strongly reflexive. It thus
follows from [HTT, 5.5.4.17] that Dpσq is strongly reflexive in PFMP
C
k.
We conclude this section by recording a functoriality statement, whose proof is straightforward
and left to the reader.
Lemma 2.1.12. Let f : C Õ D : g be an adjunction between presentable 8-categories.
(i) Composing with g induces a functor g˚ : PFMP
D
k Ñ PFMP
C
k that maps formal moduli
problems to formal moduli problems.
(ii) The induced functor g˚ : FMP
D
k Ñ FMP
C
k admits a left adjoint f! given by the composition
f! “ L
D ˝f˚ ˝ iC, where f˚ : PFMP
C
k Ñ PFMP
D
k is the functor given by composing with f .
(iii) We have f! ˝ L
C » LD ˝f˚.
2.2 Abelian moduli problems
The moduli problem of concern in this article is constructed from the (connective)K-theory functor.
In particular, its values are endowed with an abelian group structure, or equivalently are connective
spectra. We shall therefore establish a couple of basic properties of those abelian formal moduli
problems.
A) Abelian formal moduli problems Let us denote by FMPAbk (resp. PFMP
Ab
k ) the
category of abelian group objects (ie grouplike E8-monoids) in (pre-)formal moduli problems. We
call their objects abelian (pre-)formal moduli problems.
Forgetting the abelian group structure and the free abelian group functor form an adjunction
FAb : FMPk Õ FMP
Ab
k : GAb .
We also have a similar adjunction
Σ8 : PFMPk Õ PFMP
Ab
k : Ω
8.
Note that the categories PFMPAbk and FMP
Ab
k identify with PFMP
C
k (resp. FMP
C
k) for C “
Spě0 the category of connective spectra (see [HAlg, Rmk. 5.2.6.26]). In particular, the above
adjunction is given by applying pointwise the functors Σ8 : sSets Õ Spě0 : Ω
8. Finally, we
denote by iAb : FMP
Ab
k Ñ PFMP
Ab
k the inclusion functor, and by L
Ab its left adjoint.
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Remark 2.2.1. We have a Beck-Chevalley natural transformation L ˝Ω8 Ñ GAb ˝L
Ab. It is in
general not an equivalence. In particular, an abelian pre-FMPs, such as the K-theory functor, will
have two different associated formal moduli problems, and two different tangent Lie algebras (one
of which will automatically be abelian, see below).
B) Abelian dg-Lie algebras It follows from Theorem 2.1.6 that the category FMPAbk is
equivalent to the category dgLieΩ,Abk of abelian group objects in dgLie
Ω
k . We shall call objects of
dgLie
Ω,Ab
k abelian dgLie algebras.
Although the following statement is well know to the community, we could not locate a proof
in the literature. We therefore provide one.
Proposition 2.2.2. The forgetful functor
dgLie
Ω,Ab
k Ñ dgModk
is an equivalence. In particular FMPAbk » dgLie
Ω,Ab
k » dgModk.
Definition 2.2.3. We denote by TAb : FMPAbk
„
Ñ dgModk the equivalence of the above propo-
sition. We denote by eAb : dgModk
„
Ñ FMPAbk its inverse.
Proof (of the proposition). For any pointed category, we denote by Ω its pointed loop space
endofunctor. Denote by FMPěnk the category of FMP in pn´ 1q-connective spaces. In particular,
we have FMPě0k “ FMPk. The inclusion of pn ´ 1q-connective spaces into all spaces induces a
fully faithful functor FMPěnk Ñ PFMPk. We denote by un the composite
un : FMP
ěn
k ÝÑ PFMPk
L
ÝÑ FMPk.
Lemma 2.2.4. The functor un is an equivalence.
Proof. For any 8-category C with finite products, denote by MongpEnpCq the 8-category of grou-
plike En-monoids in C (see [HAlg, Def. 5.2.6.6]). By [HAlg, Thm. 5.2.6.10], the n-th loop space
defines a (pointwise) equivalence Ωn : FMPěnk Ñ Mon
gp
En
pFMPkq.
It follows from [BKP, Prop. 2.15] that taking the n-th loop space also defines an equivalence
FMPk Ñ Mon
gp
En
pFMPkq. The inverse first applies pointwise the n-fold delooping B
n, and then
applies L to the obtained functor. The composition
FMPěnk
Ωn
ÝÑ MongpEnpFMPkq
L ˝Bn
ÝÑ FMPk
is then homotopic to un, and is an equivalence.
We continue our proof of Proposition 2.2.2. The forgetful functor f : dgLieΩk Ñ dgModk
commutes with limits (and thus with Ω). We get a commutative diagram, where the leftmost
column is obtained by taking the limit of the rows
C1 :“ limFMP
ěn
k
u8»
¨ ¨ ¨
Ω // FMPě2k
Ω //
u2»
FMPě1k
Ω //
u1»
FMPě0k
u0»
C2 :“ limFMPk
T8»
¨ ¨ ¨
Ω // FMPk
Ω //
T»
FMPk
Ω //
T»
FMPk
T»
C3 :“ limdgLie
Ω
k
f8
¨ ¨ ¨
Ω // dgLieΩk
Ω //
f

dgLieΩk
Ω //
f

dgLieΩk
f

C4 :“ limdgModk ¨ ¨ ¨
Ω
„
// dgModk
Ω
„
// dgModk
Ω
„
// dgModk.
Since the category dgModk is stable, the projection on the rightmost component is an equivalence
C4 » dgModk. The category C1 identifies with the category of formal moduli problems in the
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limit category limp¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ sSetsě1 Ñ sSetsě0q » Spě0. By [HAlg, Rmk. 5.2.6.26], C1 is equivalent
to FMPAbk , and therefore C3 » dgLie
Ω,Ab
k . Moreover, the equivalence T8 is homotopic to the
equivalence FMPAbk » dgLie
Ω,Ab
k induced directly from T : FMPk » dgLie
Ω
k by taking abelian
group objects on both sides. The projections on the rightmost component C1 Ñ FMP
ě0
k “ FMPk
and C3 Ñ dgLie
Ω
k identify with the functors forgetting the abelian group structure, while the
functor f8 : dgLie
Ω,Ab
k » C3 Ñ C4 » dgModk is the forgetful functor.
Remains to prove that f8 is an equivalence. Since f is conservative, so is f8. The functor
f8 is the limit of functors with left adjoints, and therefore it admits a left adjoint g8. Denote by
g the left adjoint of f . Up to a shift, the functor g identifies with the free Lie algebra functor:
gpV q » FreeLiepV r´1sqr1s.
For a fixed V P dgModk » C4, the adjunction unit V Ñ f8 ˝ g8pV q identifies with the canonical
map
φV : V Ñ colim
n
ΩnpgpV rnsqq.
The full subcategory of dgModk spanned by V ’s such that φV is an equivalence is stable under
filtered colimits. We may thus assume V to be perfect, concentrated in (cohomological) degrees
lower than some integer m. Fix i P Z. For n ą m ` i, the cohomology group HipΩnpgpV rnsqqq is
independant of n and isomorphic to HipV q. In particular, the map φV is a quasi-isomorphism.
Definition 2.2.5. We denote by CEΩ‚ : dgLie
Ω
k Ñ dgModk the functor mapping a shifted dg-Lie
algebra L to the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of its shift CE‚pLr´1sq.
We denote by ĎCEΩ‚ : dgLieΩk Ñ dgModk the functor mapping a shifted dg-Lie algebra L to
the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of its shift ĎCE‚pLr´1sq.
Definition 2.2.6. We denote by θ : dgModk » dgLie
Ω,Ab
k Ñ dgLie
Ω
k the functor forgetting the
abelian group structure.
Lemma 2.2.7. The functor θ : dgModk Ñ dgLie
Ω
k identifies with the functor mapping a complex
to itself with the trivial bracket. As a consequence, ĎCEΩ‚ is left adjoint to θ.
Proof. Denote by hpV q the (shifted) dg-Lie algebra with trivial bracket built on V P dgModk.
Since g is given as a free (shifted) dg-Lie algebra, there is a canonical morphism gpV q Ñ hpV q
given by collapsing the free brackets. By construction, the functor θ is given by the formula
θpV q » colim
n
Ωn´1pgpV rn´ 1sqq P dgLieΩk .
In particular, we find a functorial morphism in dgLieΩk
θpV q » colim
n
Ωn´1pgpV rn´ 1sqq Ñ colim
n
Ωn´1phpV rn´ 1sqq » hpV q.
We have already seen in the proof of Proposition 2.2.2 that the image by f of this morphism is an
equivalence. The first result follows by conservativity of f .
For the second statement, we simply observe that ĎCEΩ‚ is the left derived functor of the
abelianization functor L ÞÑ L{rL,Ls, which is left adjoint to h.
C) Description of the equivalence FMPAbk » dgModk We will give a more explicit de-
scription of the equivalence of Proposition 2.2.2. The definition implies that TAb : FMPAbk
„
Ñ
dgModk simply computes the tangent complex (at the only k-point). Let us also describe its
inverse eAb.
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Lemma 2.2.8. Let B P dgArtk and X “ MappB,´q P FMPk. We have
TFAbpXq » AugpBq
_
,
where Aug computes the augmentation ideal of a given Artinian, and p´q
_
computes the k-linear
dual.
Proof. Since B is Artinian, we deduce from Lemma 2.1.8 that B is canonically equivalent to the
Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology of it (shifted) tangent Lie algebra TX . It follows that the tangent
Lie algebra of FAbX is the dg-module ĎCEΩ‚ pTXq » AugpBq_.
Proposition 2.2.9. The functor eAb is equivalent to the functor mapping V P dgModk to the
abelian formal moduli problem
B ÞÑ
ˆ
AugpBq b
k
V
˙ď0
,
where Aug computes the augmentation ideal of a given Artinian cdga and p´qď0 truncates the given
complex (and considers it as a connective spectrum through the Dold-Kan equivalence).
Proof. The equivalence dgLieΩk » FMPk is constructed by identifying dgArtk with a full sub-
category of dgLieΩk of so-called good (shifted) dg-Lie algebras, that generates dgLie
Ω
k in a certain
way. This identification is given by the Chevalley-Eilenberg functor CEΩ‚ . In particular, given
V P dgModk, and B P dgArtk, we have
eAbpV qpBq » MapFMPAb
k
`
FAbpMappB,´qq, eAbpV q
˘
» MapdgMod
k
pAugpBq
_
, V q »
ˆ
AugpBq b
k
V
˙ď0
.
D) Diagrammatic summary It follows from Proposition 2.2.2 that an abelian formal moduli
problem is determined by its tangent complex (without any additional structure).
We denote by ℓAb the composite functor ℓAb :“ TAb ˝LAb. We get the commutative diagrams
of right adjoints and of left adjoints
dgLieΩkOO
θ
e
//oo
T
„ FMPkOO
GAb
PFMPk
//
i


dgModk eAb
//oo
TAb
„ FMPAbk PFMP
Ab
k
//
iAb


Ω8
OO dgLie
Ω
k
ĚCEΩ‚

e
//oo
T
„ FMPk
FAb

PFMPk
L
oo
dgModk eAb
//oo
TAb
„ FMPAbk PFMP
Ab
k .
LAb
oo

Σ8
ℓAb
hh
2.3 Q-linear moduli problems
A) Definitions
Definition 2.3.1. A Q-linear (pre-)FMP is a (pre-)FMP with values in C “ dgModď0Q . We
shorten the notations by setting
FMP
Q
k :“ FMP
C
k, PFMP
Q
k :“ PFMP
C
k, iQ :“ iC and L
Q :“ LC .
We denote by jQ the forgetful functor PFMP
Q
k Ñ PFMP
Ab
k and by eQ the functor dgModk Ñ
FMP
Q
k given by the formula
eQpV q : B ÞÑ
ˆ
AugpBq b
k
V
˙ď0
P dgModď0Q .
Recall that eAb denotes the inverse of the equivalence T : FMP
Ab
k Ñ dgModk.
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Proposition 2.3.2. The following assertions hold.
(a) The functor jQ : PFMP
Q
k Ñ PFMP
Ab
k preserves formal moduli problems and is fully faithful.
(b) The functor eAb factors as
eAb » jQ ˝ eQ : dgModk
eQ
Ñ FMPQk
jQ
Ñ FMPAbk .
(c) The functors eQ : dgModk Ñ FMP
Q
k and jQ : FMP
Q
k Ñ FMP
Ab
k are equivalences.
As a consequence, we have the following factorization of the adjunction LAb % iAb :
dgModk » FMP
Ab
k » FMP
Q
k
GF EDLAb
@A BC
iAb
OO


iQ
//oo
LQ
PFMP
Q
k


jQ
//oo
´^Q
PFMPAbk .
Proof. The functor jQ is given by composing with the limit preserving functor dgMod
ď0
Q Ñ Spě0.
In particular, it preserves the Schlessinger condition (S). Recall that Q is idempotent in spectra:
Q^Q » Q. It follows that jQ is fully faithful. This proves assertion (a).
Proposition 2.2.9 implies assertion (b). All is left is assertion (c), which follows from assertion (a)
and assertion (b).
Definition 2.3.3. We denote by TQ : dgModk Ñ FMP
Q
k the inverse of eQ. We denote by ℓ
Q the
composite TQ ˝LQ.
Remark 2.3.4. Since k is both initial and final in dgArtk, any F P PFMP
Q
k (resp. in PFMP
Ab
k )
splits as F » sF ‘ F pkq, where sF is pointed (ie satisfies the Schlessinger condition (S1)) and F pkq
is the constant functor. Since the inclusion iQ (resp. iAb) factors through the category of pointed
functors, its left adjoint LQ (resp. LAb) can be decomposed into two functors. The first associatessF to F , while the second forces Schlessinger condition (S2). In particular, we have
LQpF q » LQp sF q and ℓQpF q » ℓQp sF q ´resp. LAbpF q » LAbp sF q and ℓAbpF q » ℓAbp sF q¯.
B) Generators In this paragraph, we will identify families of generators of the category
PFMP
Q
k .
Definition 2.3.5. For B P dgArtk, we denote by S
QpBq P PFMPQk (resp. S¯
QpBq) the functor
SQpBq :“ C‚
´
MapdgArt
k
pB,´q,Q
¯ ´
resp. S¯QpBq :“ sC‚´MapdgArt
k
pB,´q,Q
¯¯
,
where C‚p´,Qq (resp. sC‚p´,Qq) computes the (reduced) rational homology of a given simplicial
set.
Lemma 2.3.6. The category PFMPQk is generated under colimits by functors of the form S
QpBq.
The full subcategory of PFMPQk spanned by pointed functors (ie satisfying the Schlessinger condition (S1))
is generated under colimits by functors of the form S¯QpBq.
Proof. Note that PFMPQk is equivalent to the 8-category of Q-linear objects in PFMPk. As
a category of presheaves, PFMPk is generated under colimits by the representable functors
MapdgArt
k
pB,´q (for B P dgArtk). It follows that PFMP
Q
k is generated under colimits by
the free Q-linear presheaves generated by those MapdgArt
k
pB,´q, ie by the SQpBq’s. The second
statement follows.
We now compute explicitly the formal moduli problem associated to such a generator.
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Lemma 2.3.7. Let B P dgArtk. There are functorial equivalences ℓ
QpSQpBqq » ℓQpS¯QpBqq »
AugpBq
_
, where p´q
_
computes the k-linear dual and Aug the augmentation.
Proof. From Remark 2.3.4, we have ℓQpS¯QpBqq » ℓQpSQpBqq. The result then follows from
Lemma 2.2.8 in conjunction with the factorization from Proposition 2.3.2.
C) Monoidality We will now consider monoidal structures on the adjunction
ℓQ : PFMPQk Õ FMP
Q
k » dgModk : eQ .
We first observe that both sides admit a natural tensor structure: bk on the RHS, and the pointwise
application of bQ on the LHS.
Lemma 2.3.8. The functor eQ is non-unitally lax symmetric monoidal.
Proof. We consider the constant moduli problem functor dgModk Ñ PFMP
Q
k mapping V to
the constant functor V . It is right adjoint to the symmetric monoidal functor F ÞÑ F pkqbQ k and
therefore inherits a lax monoidal structure.
Let I¯ be the functor I¯ : dgArtk Ñ dgModQ mapping an Artinian B to its augmentation ideal
AugpBq. It is by construction an ideal in the commutative algebra object I : B ÞÑ B and therefore
inherits a non-unital commutative algebra structure.
In particular, the functor eQ : V ÞÑ V bk I¯ is non-unitally lax symmetric monoidal.
As a direct consequence of this lemma, we get that the functor ℓQ is non-unitally colax sym-
metric monoidal.
Proposition 2.3.9. The functor ℓQ is non-unitally symmetric monoidal once restricted to the full
subcategory of pointed functors.
Proof. We are to prove that for any pair F,G P PFMPQk of pointed functors (ie F pkq » Gpkq » 0),
the natural morphism
γF,G : ℓ
Q
ˆ
F b
Q
G
˙
Ñ ℓQpF q b
k
ℓQpGq
is an equivalence. Fixing F , we denote by DF Ă PFMP
Q
k the full subcategory spanned by the
G’s such that γF,G is an equivalence. Since the tensor products bk and bQ preserve colimits in
each variable, and since ℓQ preserves colimits, the category DF is stable under colimits. Using
Lemma 2.3.6, we can therefore reduce the question to the case where G (and by symmetry, also
F ) is of the form S¯QpBq. Let B1 and B2 be Artinian cdgas over k, and assume that F “ S¯
QpB1q
and G “ S¯QpB2q.
The reduced Künneth formula provides a (functorial) equivalence
S¯Q
ˆ
B1 b
k
B2
˙
» sC‚´MapdgArt
k
pB1,´q ˆMapdgArt
k
pB2,´q,Q
¯
» S¯QpB1q b
Q
S¯QpB2q ‘ S¯
QpB1q ‘ S¯
QpB2q.
Applying ℓQ on that equivalence, we find using Lemma 2.3.7
Aug
ˆ
B1 b
k
B2
˙_
» ℓQ
ˆ
S¯QpB1q b
Q
S¯QpB2q
˙
‘AugpB1q
_
‘AugpB2q
_
.
Since B1 and B2 are perfect as k-dg-modules, the LHS identifies with
AugpB1q
_
b
k
AugpB2q
_
‘AugpB1q
_
‘AugpB2q
_
.
The map γS¯QpB1q,S¯QpB2q is thus a retract of the equivalence ℓ
QpS¯QpB1 bk B2qq » AugpB1 bk B2q
_
and is therefore itself an equivalence.
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Lemma 2.3.10. Let C P cdgaď0Q , let V P dgMod
ď0
C and let F : dgArtk Ñ dgMod
ď0
C be a
pre-FMP. Tensoring pointwise by V defines a new pre-FMP F bC V . The canonical morphism
ℓQ
ˆ
F b
C
V
˙
Ñ pℓQ F q b
C
V
is an equivalence in dgModk.
Proof. Since the involved functors preserves all colimits, we can reduce to the generating case
V “ C, which is trivial.
Corollary 2.3.11. Let F,G P PFMPQk . If F is pointed (ie F pkq » 0q) and if ℓ
QpF q » 0, then
ℓQpF bQ Gq » 0.
Proof. We split G into the direct sum G¯ ‘ Gpkq where G¯ is pointed and Gpkq is a constant
functor. We can therefore assume that G is either pointed or constant. The first case follows from
Proposition 2.3.9, while the second case follows from Lemma 2.3.10 (for C “ Q).
3 Excision
In this section, we fix A an algebra object in PFMPQk . We also denote by
sA the associated pointed
functor sA : B ÞÑ hofibpApBq Ñ Apkqq.
Note that sA inherits a non-unital algebra structure. Finally, we denote by A the (non-unital)
algebra ℓQpAq » ℓQp sAq in dgModk.
3.1 Main theorem
Theorem 3.1.1. Consider the canonical morphisms
HHQ‚ p
sAq αHH // HHQ‚ pAq ℓQpHHQ‚ pAqq βHH // HHk‚ pAq,
HCQ‚ p
sAq αHC // HCQ‚ pAq ℓQpHCQ‚ pAqq βHC // HCk‚ pAq.
The following holds:
(a) The morphisms βHH ˝ ℓ
QpαHHq and βHC ˝ ℓ
QpαHCq are equivalences.
(b) If A is H-unital, then the morphisms ℓQpαHHq and ℓ
QpαHCq are equivalences (and therefore
so are βHH and βHC).
Remark 3.1.2. A direct consequence of assertion (b) is that the tangent to Hochschild or cyclic
homology of a given functor A does not depend on Apkq. This is an excision statement similar to
Theorem 1.2.2.
Corollary 3.1.3. Let C P dgAlgnuk be H-unital. Denote by AC the functor B ÞÑ pC bk Bq
ď0.
There is a functorial equivalence
ℓAbpKpACqq » HC
k
‚ pCqr1s.
Proof. We have sAC “ eQpCq and therefore ℓQpACq » ℓQp sACq » C. We find
ℓAbpKpACqq » ℓ
AbpsKpACqq by Remark 2.3.4
» ℓQpsKpACq ^Qq by Proposition 2.3.2
» ℓQpĚHCQ‚ pACqr1sq by Theorem 1.3.9
» ℓQpHCQ‚ pACqqr1s by Remark 2.3.4
» HCk‚ pCqr1s by Theorem 3.1.1.
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Remark 3.1.4. The equivalence of Corollary 3.1.3 is defined through the relative Chern character.
We know from [Cat] and [CHW] that the Chern character is compatible with the λ-operations
on both sides. It follows that the equivalence of Corollary 3.1.3 is also compatible with the λ-
operations.
Lemma 3.1.5. Let M P PFMPQk be an
sA-bimodule. Assume that Mpkq » 0. We set M :“
ℓQpMq as an A-bimodule. The canonical morphisms
βαB : ℓ
Q
`
BQ‚ p
sA,Mq˘Ñ Bk‚ pA,Mq
βαH : ℓ
Q
`
HQ‚ p
sA,Mq˘Ñ Hk‚ pA,Mq
are equivalences.
Proof. The augmented Bar complex BQ‚ p
sA,Mq identifies as the homotopy cofiber of the augmen-
tation sBQp sA,Mq ÑM, where sBQp´,´q denotes the reduced Bar complex. The latter is obtained
as a homotopy colimit of the semi-simplicial Bar construction. Since ℓQ preserves colimits, we find
using Proposition 2.3.9
ℓQ
` sBQp sA,Mq˘ » ℓQˆcolim
rnsP∆
Mb
Q
sAbQn˙ » colim
rnsP∆
M b
k
Abkn » sBkpA,Mq.
Taking the homotopy cofiber of the augmentation on both sides, we find the first claimed equiva-
lence. Similarly, the functor HQ‚ p sA,Mq is again the homotopy colimit of a standard semi-simplicial
diagram.
Proof (of Theorem 3.1.1 (a)). The functor HHQ‚ is the homotopy cofiber of the natural transfor-
mation 1 ´ t : BQ‚ Ñ H
Q
‚ . In particular, the morphism βHH ˝ ℓ
QpαHHq is a equivalence because of
Lemma 3.1.5 (forM “ sA) and the fact that ℓQ preserves cofiber sequences. In the case of HC, we
use Remark 1.1.8 and Lemma 2.3.10:
ℓQ
´
HCQ‚ p sAq¯ » ℓQˆHHQ‚ p sAq b
Qrǫs
Q
˙
» ℓQ
´
HHQ‚ p sAq¯ b
Qrǫs
Q » HHk‚ pAq b
Qrǫs
Q » HCk‚ pAq,
where Qrǫs :“ H‚pS
1,Qq P cdgaď0Q .
3.2 Proof of assertion (b)
The proof of assertion (b) in Theorem 3.1.1 is more evolved and relies on the ideas behind Wodz-
icki’s Theorem 1.2.2. We first reduce the study of Hochschild and cyclic homology to that of the
complexes H and B from subsection 1.1. We will use the following terminology:
Definition 3.2.1. A morphism f : F Ñ G P PFMPQk is an ℓ
Q-equivalence if ℓQpfq is an equiva-
lence.
Denote by αH and αB the canonical morphisms
HQ‚ p
sAq αH // HQ‚ pAq,
BQ‚ p sAq αB // BQ‚ pAq.
As in the previous section, we can easily reduce the proof of Theorem 3.1.1, assertion (b) to proving
that both αH and βH are ℓ
Q-equivalences.
Lemma 3.2.2. If both αH and αB are ℓ
Q-equivalences, then so are αHH and αHC.
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We will now focus on αH and αB using techniques from subsection 1.2.
Proposition 3.2.3. The canonical morphisms
αB : B
Q
‚ p sAq Ñ BQ‚ pAq and αH : HQ‚ p sAq Ñ HQ‚ pAq
are ℓQ-equivalences.
Lemma 3.2.4. Let M P PFMPQk be an A-bimodule. Assume that Mpkq » 0 and that M :“
ℓQpMq is H-unital as an A “ ℓQp sAq-bimodule, then
γH : H
Q
‚ p sA,Mq Ñ HQ‚ pA,Mq and γB : BQ‚ p sA,Mq Ñ BQ‚ pA,Mq
are ℓQ-equivalences.
Proof. We focus on γH, the case of γB being identical. Denote by f the canonical natural trans-
formation A Ñ Apkq (where on the RHS is the constant functor). We get sA » hofibpfq. Recall
from subsection 1.2 paragraph A) the filtration
HQ‚ p
sA,Mq » F0
H
Q
‚
pf,Mq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Fn
H
Q
‚
pf,Mq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ colim
n
Fn
H
Q
‚
pf,Mq » HQ‚ pA,Mq.
Applying ℓQ, we find
ℓQ
`
HQ‚ p sA,Mq˘ » ℓQ´F0HQ‚ pf,Mq¯Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ ℓQ´FnHQ‚ pf,Mq¯Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ colimn ℓQ´FnHQ‚ pf,Mq¯.
Since ℓQ is a left adjoint and thus preserves colimits, we have
colim
n
ℓQ
´
Fn
H
Q
‚
pf,Mq
¯
» ℓQ
´
colim
n
Fn
H
Q
‚
pf,Mq
¯
» ℓQ
`
HQ‚ pA,Mq
˘
.
It therefore suffices to prove that for any n ě 0, the morphism Fn
H
Q
‚
pf,Mq Ñ Fn`1
H
Q
‚
pf,Mq is an
ℓQ-equivalence. Denote by Fn the complex ℓQpFn
H
Q
‚
pf,Mqq. Since dgModk, the codomain of ℓ
Q,
is a stable 8-category, it is enough to check that
Fn`1{Fn » ℓ
Q
ˆ
Fn`1
H
Q
‚
pf,Mq{Fn
H
Q
‚
pf,Mq
˙
is contractible. Using Lemma 1.2.3, we get
Fn`1
H
Q
‚
pf,Mq{Fn
H
Q
‚
pf,Mq » A
bn bApkq b BQ‚ p
sA,Mqrn` 1s.
From Lemma 3.1.5, we have ℓQ
`
BQ‚ p
sA,Mq˘ » Bk‚ pA,Mq » 0 (using the assumption that M
is H-unital over A). Since the functor BQ‚ p
sA,Mq is pointed, we get that Fn`1{Fn » 0 using
Corollary 2.3.11. We conclude that γH is an ℓ
Q-equivalence.
Lemma 3.2.5. If A is H-unital, the four canonical morphisms
HQ‚ pA,Apkqq
δHÝÑ HQ‚ pApkq,Apkqq ÝÑ 0
BQ‚ pA,Apkqq
δBÝÑ BQ‚ pApkq,Apkqq ÝÑ 0
are ℓQ-equivalences.
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Proof. The functors HQ‚ pApkq,Apkqq and B
Q
‚ pApkq,Apkqq are constant. Their image by ℓ
Q thus
vanish, by Remark 2.3.4. It follows that their projections to 0 are ℓQ-equivalences. We now focus
on the maps δH and δB. Let f : A Ñ Apkq be the augmentation. Recall from subsection 1.2
paragraph B) the filtrations by quotients:
BQ‚ pA,Apkqq » Q
0
B
Q
‚
pfq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Qn
B
Q
‚
pfq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ colim
n
Qn
B
Q
‚
pfq » BQ‚ pApkq,Apkqq
HQ‚ pA,Apkqq » Q
0
H
Q
‚
pfq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Qn
H
Q
‚
pfq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ colim
n
Qn
H
Q
‚
pfq » HQ‚ pApkq,Apkqq.
Since ℓQ preserves colimits, it suffices to prove that the transition morphisms Qn Ñ Qn`1 are
ℓQ-equivalences. Denote byMpnq the A-bimodule ApkqbQn`1bQ sA and by Mpnq its image by ℓQ.
We get from Lemma 1.2.6 two fiber and cofiber sequences
BQ‚ pA,Mpnqqrn` 1s ÝÑ Q
n
B
Q
‚
pfq ÝÑ Qn`1
B
Q
‚
pfq
HQ‚ pA,Mpnqqrn` 1s ÝÑ Q
n
H
Q
‚
pfq ÝÑ Qn`1
H
Q
‚
pfq.
Their image by ℓQ are still cofiber sequences, and it is now enough to prove that both BQ‚ pA,Mpnqq
and HQ‚ pA,Mpnqq are cancelled by ℓ
Q. We first observe that Mpnq is pointed: Mpnqpkq » 0.
Moreover, we have by Lemma 2.3.10
Mpnq “ ℓQpMpnqq » ApkqbQn`1 b
Q
ℓQp sAq “ ApkqbQn`1 b
Q
A.
Remark 1.1.4 implies that Mpnq is H-unitary over A. Using Lemma 3.2.4, we are reduced to the
study of BQ‚ p
sA,Mpnqq and HQ‚ p sA,Mpnqq. By Lemma 3.1.5, we get
ℓQ
`
BQ‚ p sA,Mpnqq˘ » Bk‚ pA,Mpnqq » 0
and, since the left action of A on Mpnq is trivial:
ℓQ
`
HQ‚ p
sA,Mpnqq˘ » Hk‚ pA,Mpnqq » Bk‚ pA,Mpnqq » 0.
Proof (of Proposition 3.2.3). We first observe that αB and αH factor as
BQ‚ p
sAq γBÝÑ BQ‚ pA, sAq ηBÝÑ BQ‚ pAq
HQ‚ p sAq γHÝÑ HQ‚ pA, sAq ηHÝÑ HQ‚ pAq.
Since A is H-unital and sA is pointed, Lemma 3.2.4 implies that γB and γH are ℓQ-equivalences.
The homotopy cofibers of ηB and ηH are respectively B
Q
‚ pA,Apkqq and H
Q
‚ pA,Apkqq. They are
cancelled by ℓQ because of Lemma 3.2.5. It follows that ηB and ηH are ℓ
Q equivalences, and so are
αB and αH.
This concludes the proof of Proposition 3.2.3 and therefore the proof of Theorem 3.1.1.
4 Application: the generalized trace map
Let A be a connective dg-algebra. Recall from subsection 1.1, paragraph B), that the generalized
trace map is a (functorial) morphism
Tr: CEk‚ pgl8pAqq Ñ HC
k
‚ pAqr1s.
A morphism CEk‚ pgl8pAqq Ñ HC
k
‚ pAqr1s such as Tr amounts to an L8-morphism gl8pAq Ñ
HCk‚ pAq, where the RHS is considered with its abelian L8-structure. It corresponds to a map
Tr: gl8pAq Ñ HC
k
‚ pAq in the 8-category dgLiek, or equivalently to a map
gl8pAqr1s Ñ θpHC
k
‚ pAqr1sq
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in the 8-category dgLieΩk of shifted dg-Lie algebras. Recall that θ : dgModk Ñ dgLie
Ω
k maps a
k-dg-module to the abelian shifted dg-Lie algebra built on that module.
In this section, we will prove that the generalized trace Tr is tangent (in the sense of formal
moduli problems) to the canonical morphism of functors BGLÑ K mapping a vector bundle to its
class in K-theory. We will see that BGLÑ K induces a tangent morphism T : gl8pAq Ñ θpHC
k
‚ pAqq
of dg-Lie algebras over k and that T is homotopic to the generalized trace Tr. See Theorem 4.2.1
below for a precise statement.
4.1 The tangent of BGL
Let AA : dgArtk Ñ dgAlg
ď0
Q denote the functor B ÞÑ A bk B. Denote by
sAA its augmentation
ideal sApBq » Abk AugpBq.
Definition 4.1.1. Let n P N Y t8u and let A : dgArtk Ñ dgAlg
ď0 be any functor. We denote
by ĘBGLnpAq the functor dgArtk Ñ sSets mapping B P dgArtk toĘBGLnpAqpBq :“ hofibpBGLnpApBqq Ñ BGLnpApkqqq.
Remark 4.1.2. The canonical morphism colimnPN ĘBGLnpAq Ñ ĘBGL8pAq is an equivalence.
Remark 4.1.3. We assume A “ AA. Denote by exppglnp sAAqqpBq the (nilpotent) subgroup of
GLnpAApBqq of matrices of the form 1 `M , where M is a matrix with coefficients in sAApBq »
Abk AugpBq. We can then identify the homotopy fiber ĘBGLnpAAq with
ĘBGLnpAAq » GLnpAApkqq{GLnpAAq » Bexppglnp sAAqq.
For later use, we will work in a slightly bigger generality. Let R be a (possibly non-unital)
discrete k-algebra. We denote by gR the functor
gR : dgAlg
ď0,nu
k Ñ dgLie
ď0
k
mapping a connective dg-algebra C to the Lie algebra underlying the associative algebra C bk R.
Examples include the case where R is the algebra of n ˆ n-matrices with coefficients in k, where
we find gR “ gln. Obviously, the construction R ÞÑ gR is functorial.
For an algebra R, we also denote byĚBGRpAAq P PFMPk the functor
ĚBGRpAAq : B ÞÑ Bexp`gR` sAApBq˘˘ “ BexpˆgRˆAb
k
AugpBq
˙˙
.
Lemma 4.1.4. There is a functorial (in R) equivalence
ℓpĚBGRpAAqq » gRpAqr1s P dgLieΩk .
Proof. Denote by R` the unital k-algebra obtained by formally adding a unit to R. Consider the
functor F : dgArtk Ñ sSets mapping B to the maximal 8-groupoid in
PerfR`bkAbkB.
Deformations of the perfect module Rbk A are then controlled by the functor DefpRbkAq : B ÞÑ
F pBq bF pkq tRbAu. It follows from [DAG-X, Cor. 5.2.15 and Thm. 3.3.1] that the deformations
of RbkA are controlled by the dg-Lie algebra gRpAq “ EndpRbkAq. Moreover, we have a natural
transformationĚBGRpAAq Ñ DefpR bk Aq which induces an equivalence on the loop groups. It is
therefore an ℓ-equivalence and the result follows.
Corollary 4.1.5. For any n P NYt8u, the (shifted) tangent Lie algebra of ĘBGLnpAAq is glnpAqr1s.
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4.2 The generalized trace
Let A : dgArtk Ñ dgAlg
ď0 be any functor. It comes with a canonical natural transformationĘBGL8pAq Ñ Ω8sKpAq mapping a vector bundle to its class. We can now state the main result of
this section:
Theorem 4.2.1. Let A be a connective unital dg-algebra over k, and let AA : dgArtk Ñ dgAlg
ď0
Q
be the functor B ÞÑ B bk A. The natural transformation ĘBGL8pAAq Ñ Ω8sKpAAq induces, by
taking the tangent, a morphism
T : gl8pAqr1s » ℓpĘBGL8pAAqq Ñ ℓpΩ8sKpAAqq Ñ θ ℓAbpsKpAAqq » θpHCk‚ pAqr1sq
in dgLieΩk . The morphisms T and Tr are homotopic.
Proof. Recall that the equivalence ℓAbpsKpAAqq » HCk‚ pAqr1s is built through the relative Chern
character sKpAAq Ñ jQĚHCQ‚ pAAqr1s. In particular, the morphism T is induced by the natural
transformation schGL : ĘBGL8pAAq ÝÑ Ω8sKpAAq ÝÑ νpĚHCQ‚ pAAqr1sq
where ν » Ω8 ˝ jQ : PFMP
Q
k Ñ PFMPk is the forgetful functor. Denote by Qr´s the left adjoint
to ν (so that it computes pointwise the rational homology of the given simplicial set). The natural
transformation schGL then factors as
schGL : ĘBGL8pAAq ÝÑ νQrĘBGL8pAAqs ÝÑ νQrXpAA, sAAqs ν ĎchQÝÑ νĚHCQ‚ pAAqr1s.
Recalling the construction of schQ and using Malcev’s theory for gl8p sAAq, we get the commutative
diagram
ĘBGL8pAAq // νQrĘBGL8pAAqs //
»

νQrXpAA, sAAqs ĎchQ //
»

νĚHCQ‚ pAAqr1s
“
νCEQ‚ pgl8p
sAAqq i // ν colimn,σ CEQ‚ ptσnpAA, sAAqq Tr // νĚHCQ‚ pAAqr1s.
By functoriality of the generalized trace map, we find that the composite map Tr ˝ i is homotopic
to
νCEQ‚ pgl8p sAAqq TrÝÑ HCQ‚ p sAAqr1s ηHCÝÑĚHCQ‚ pAAqr1s.
All in all, we get that the natural transformation schGL is homotopic to the compositeĘBGL8pAAq ÝÑ νCEQ‚ pgl8p sAqq ÝÑ HCQ‚ p sAAqr1s ηHCÝÑĚHCQ‚ pAAqr1s.
Passing to the tangent morphism and using the Beck-Chevalley natural transformation, we find
T : gl8pAqr1s ÝÑ ℓνCE
Q
‚ pgl8p sAqq ÝÑ θ ℓQCEQ‚ pgl8p sAAqq Ñ θ ℓQHCQ‚ p sAAqr1s
„
Ñ ℓQĚHCQ‚ pAAqr1s » HCk‚ pAqr1s.
Lemma 4.2.2. Let R be a (possibly non-unital) k-algebra and A be a (possibly non-unital) con-
nective dg-algebra over k. The natural morphism
ℓQCEQ‚ pgRp sAAqq Ñ ĎCEk‚ pgRpAqq
induced by the lax monoidal structure on eQ is an equivalence.
Remark 4.2.3. We have gRpA bk ´q » pR bk Aq bk ´. Up to replacing A with R bk A, we
can assume that R “ k. Note that gk “ gl1 computes the underlying dg-Lie algebra of a given
dg-algebra.
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Proof. By the above remark, we restrict ourselves to the case R “ k. The functor sAA is pointed.
In particular, the morphism ℓQp sAbQpA q Ñ Abkp is an equivalence for any p (see Proposition 2.3.9).
Since ℓQ preserves colimits, we find
ℓQpSympQp
sAbpA r1sqq » SympkpAr1sq.
The Chevalley-Eilenberg complex comes with a natural filtration whose graded parts are symmetric
powers, and the result follows (since ℓQ preserve colimits).
As a consequence, we get a commutative diagram, for any A P dgAlgď0,nuk
ℓQpCEQ‚ pgl8p sAAqqq ℓQpTrq //
»

ℓQpHCQ‚ p sAAqr1sq
»ℓQpαHCq˝βHC

CEk‚ pgl8pAqq
Tr // HCk‚ pAqr1s.
In particular, the proof of Theorem 4.2.1 now reduces to the following
Lemma 4.2.4. For any (possibly non-unital) k-algebra R and any A P dgAlgď0,nuk , the tangent
morphism of the composite
ĚBGRpAAq ÝÑ QrĚBGRpAAqs » CEQ‚ pgRp sAAqq
is homotopic (as a morphism gRpAqr1s Ñ θ ℓ
QpCEQ‚ pgRp
sAAqqq » θĎCEk‚ pgRpAqq in dgLieΩk ) to the
unit of the adjunction ĎCEΩ‚ p´q “ ĎCEk‚ p´r´1sq % θ.
Proof. By Remark 4.2.3, we may assume R “ k. We are to study a morphism Ar1s Ñ θĎCEk‚ pAq
in dgLieΩk . By adjunction, it suffices to identify the corresponding morphism
ĎCEk‚ pAq Ñ ĎCEk‚ pAq
with the identity. It actually suffices to understand the morphism
ξA : CE
k
‚ pAq Ñ CE
k
‚ pAq
obtained by adding a unit.
This construction is functorial in A P dgAlgď0,nuk and moreover and the functor A ÞÑ CE
k
‚ pAq
preserves geometric realizations. Since every connective dg-algebra can be obtained as the geomet-
ric realization of a diagram of discrete algebras, the natural transformation ξ is determined by its
values on discrete algebras.
We fix A a discrete algebra and write L for its underlying Lie algebra. Consider the Lie
algebra L2 “ L ‘ L underlying the algebra A2. The diagonal morphism A Ñ A2 therefore leads
(by functoriality) to a commutative diagram
CEk‚ pLq
ξA //

CEk‚ pLq

CEk‚ pL
2q
ξ
A2 // CEk‚ pL
2q.
The vertical morphisms identify with the coproduct of CEk‚ pLq throught the isomorphism
CEk‚ pL
2q » CEk‚ pLq b
k
CEk‚ pLq.
It follows that ξA is a morphism of coalgebras. Moreover, the fact that Malcev’s quasi-isomorphism
(see Proposition 1.3.7) is compatible with the standard filtrations implies that so is ξA. As a
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consequence, the natural transformation ξ lifts to a self natural transformation ζ : F ñ F of the
functor F : Algnuk Ñ Liek mapping an algebra to its underlying Lie algebra.
By forgetting down to the category of small sets, we obtain a self natural transformation
(still denoted ζ) of the forgetful functor G : Algk Ñ Sets. The functor G is representable by the
non-unital algebra krtsě1 of polynomials P over k such that P p0q “ 0. By the Yoneda lemma,
the natural transformation ζ is determined by P P krtsě1. The fact that ζ is k-linear implies
that P is of degree 1, and the fact that it preserves the Lie brackets implies that P “ at with
a2 “ a. In particular, the natural transformation ζ (and therefore also ξ) is either the identity
or the 0 transformation. Since ξ is the image by ℓQ of the Malcev equivalence QrĚBGkp sA´qs »
CEQ‚ pgkp sA´qq, it certainly cannot vanish.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.2.1.
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